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Why is team work needed in Dutch VET?

 Competence based education = multidisciplinary
 Teams are central in Collective Labour Agreement & 

Professional Statue

 Forming of teams doesn’t guarantee teamwork
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‘Real teams’

 “A team is a collection of individuals who are interdependent in 
their tasks, who share responsibility for outcomes, who see 
themselves and who are seen by others as an intact social 
entity embedded in one or more larger social systems” (Cohen 
and Bailey 1997, p. 241).

 Interdependence

 Team commitment 

/ identification

 Distinctiveness 
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Team oriented HRM can stimulate teamwork 

e.g. Bouwmans, Runhaar, Wesselink and Mulder (2017)
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Team oriented HRM in theory

 AMO Theory of Performance (Appelbaum et al., 2001)

 Performance (P) = Ability (A) * Motivation (M) * 
Opportunities

 “...a bundle of HR practices that are explicitly targeted at 
enhancing team performance by enhancing the capacity
(A), motivation (M) and opportunities (O) of team 
members to collaboratively develop and execute
education...’
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(Bouwmans et al., 2018)
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Team oriented HRM in practice
A qualitative study

1. What do VET institutions aim for with team oriented
HRM?
2. To what degree is team oriented HRM implemented?
3. What room do team leaders have to effectively
implement team oriented HRM? 
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Methods

 Expertmeeting with relevant actors from VET-sector
● Ministry of Education
● VET council
● VET institutions

● Teachers, team leaders, HR professionals
 Comparative case study (N=eight VET institutions

● Document analyses
● (Group) interviews with teachers, team leaders and 

HR professionals)
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1. The aims of team oriented HRM

 Teamcommitment
 Collaboration within teams
 Team oriented professional development
 Task responsibility of teams 
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2. To what degree is team oriented HRM 
implemented?

 Formal HRM: mainly individually oriented
 Team oriented HRM is mostly informal
 Degree of team oriented HRM depends on motivation

and capacities of team leaders
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3. What room do team leaders have to
effectively implement team oriented HRM? 

 In terms of discretionary room: 
● yes!

 In terms of capacities and 
motivation: 

● it depends...
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Towards more team oriented HRM in 
practice

 Develop formal team oriented
HRM policy and practices

 Incorporate HR skills in 
MD trajectories.
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Questions?
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